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63% - Difficulty Focusing or paying attention to 

remote instruction or activities

60% - Personal motivation/desire to complete 

coursework

49% - Personal preference for face-to-face learning 

Which of the following learning/educational issues 

have been a challenge for you since transitioning 

to remote learning?



What are your biggest concerns with the transition to remote learning so far?

43% - Not being able to 

see classmates

43% - Possible delays in 

graduating/completing my 

program

35% - Grades/performing well in class



What kind of improvements in remote learning would you like to see in the future?

35% - Clearer remote learning policy 

expectations

28% - More interaction with classmates 

34% - Greater access to quiet and 

safe learning spaces



How did the transition to remote learning impact your ability to conduct 

research?

37% - I can do some research

29% - My ability to do research has been unaltered

34% - My research has been halted



How has remote learning affected the overall quality of your education?

15% - Decreased significantly

49% - Decreased somewhat

30% - No change

3% - Improved somewhat

2% - Improved significantly



Do you feel that remote learning or aspects of remote learning should 

be kept and incorporated permanently?

6% - No, I don’t like any aspect of remote learning

40% - No, remote learning is fine when necessary, but I prefer in-class learning

17% - Indifferent

28% - Yes, some parts should be kept

9% - Yes, I would prefer that most learning be done remotely







What are your biggest 

concerns with the 

transition to remote 

learning so far?

58% - Diminished student 

learning

45% - Security/privacy in 

proctoring online exams

35% - Not being able to 

communicate with my students 



What kind of improvements in remote learning would you like to 

see in the future?
38% - More interaction with 

students

34% - Clear and consistent 

departmental policies

33% - More training in remote learning 

technology and services 



How would you say your students have adapted to remote learning?

21% - Adapting extremely well to remote learning

59% - Adapting reasonably well to remote learning

13% - Struggling somewhat with adapting to remote learning

2% - Struggling a great deal with adapting to remote learning



How did the transition to remote learning impact your ability to conduct 

research?

50% - I can do some research

25% - My ability to conduct research has been unaltered

25% - My research has been halted



Do you feel that remote learning or aspects of remote learning should 

be kept and incorporated permanently?

4% - No, I don’t like any aspect of remote learning

22% - No, remote learning is fine when necessary, but I prefer in-class learning

13% - Indifferent

50% - Yes, some parts should be kept

10% - Yes, I would prefer that most learning be done remotely







What supplies or services do you need your institution to provide to allow 

you to carry out your work remotely?

64% - Access to a 

meeting/communication 

application (e.g., Zoom, Skype)

58% - Laptop/desktop

37% - Additional monitors 



Which of the following technological issues have been a challenge 

for you since the transition to remote work?

26% - Downloading/running my normal work-related 

software or application(s)

17% - Access to 

reliable internet 

service

16% - Lack of familiarity or comfort 

using remote technologies/applications 

(e.g., Zoom, Skype, Google) 



Do you prefer video conferencing to in-person meetings?

34% - Yes

19% - No

46% - Indifferent either way



How much of your job can be done remotely?

44% - Almost all my job can be done remotely

17% - About half my job can be done remotely

8% - Some parts of my job can be done remotely

31% - Most of my job can be done remotely



Do you feel that remote working or aspects of remote working 

should be kept and incorporated permanently?

30% - Yes, I would prefer that most of my work be done remotely

15% - I am indifferent either way

14% - No, remote working is fine when necessary, but I prefer to work at the office

42% - Yes, some parts should be kept














